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The PulpEnIX Toolchain 
1 Document Overview 
In the first exercise, we ran a simple “Hello, World” simulation on the HAMSA-DI core within the PulpEnIX SoC 

environment. It was a true “push-button” exercise, where we basically just took a C file, sent it through some 

script, and it “auto-magically” ran. 

In this document, we will go over what actually happened and what you need to know to do more advanced 

things with the environment. 

2 The sim.make Makefile 
To run our “Hello, World” program in the PulpEnIX environment, we ran the following command: 

[ws] generic 

[ws] source $ws/source $ws/ddp21_pulpenix/ddp21_pulpenix_tb/setup.sh 

[ws] cd $ws/simulation 

[simulation] ddp21_make APP=helloworld 

“ddp21_make” is obviously some sort of alias. Running which on it will give us: 

[simulation] which ddp21_make 

ddp21_make:   aliased to make -f $PULP_ENV/src/tb/sim.make BAUD_RATE=2500000 

XRUN_FLAGS="+define+FAKED_FAST_SIM_ALTPLL +define+SMART_UART_TB_NON_R2D2" 

In other words, this runs a “makefile”. To learn more about makefiles, search on Google, but a good starting 

point is the tutorial at this link. At a very high level, a makefile provides a set of dependencies between 

programs to run. In this way, when you want to run a certain program (called a “recipe”), the makefile will first 

check the “prerequisites”, which are the other recipes or files that this recipe depends upon. This is commonly 

used for compilation, where you want to compile a file that includes (depends on) other files, and the makefile 

will check if any of these other files (prerequisites) have been updated, and only recompile them if they have. 

So, as we can see, the ddp21_make alias calls the makefile sim.make with a bunch of arguments. We’ll go over 

some of them later, but let’s take an overview look at the makefile first. 

2.1 Variables and Arguments 

The first 200 lines or so of the sim.make makefile are just setting up variables and arguments. You don’t need 

to dive into what the vast majority of them do, but in general, they allow us to provide a list of command line 

options to change how we compile and simulate our design. Looking at the ddp21_make alias, you can see that 

it passes the arguments “BAUD_RATE” and “XRUN_FLAGS” to the makefile. These are later passed as arguments 

to the compilation and simulation stages of the make process. We further passed the “APP” argument to define 

what C program we wanted to compile and simulate. 

The default values for variables used in the makefile are given after the “?=” syntax, if these arguments are not 

provided at the command line. 

https://opensource.com/article/18/8/what-how-makefile#:~:text=The%20make%20utility%20requires%20a,be%20installed%20using%20make%20install%20.
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2.2 Targets 

After all the variables and arguments setup, the actual recipes are defined. Makefiles are funny, so the 

definition is kind of funny. A “target” is supposed to result in some output file, such as the result of a 

compilation process. However, makefiles are often used to run a sequence of commands that don’t produce a 

file, such as in the case of the “clean” recipe, which deletes all the files we previously compiled, rather than 

creating a new file. Targets that don’t create files are called “phony targets” and are declared with the keyword 

.PHONY.  

The sim.make file defines the following phony targets: 

• compile: Compiles the program. 

• run: Compiles the program and runs a (logic) simulation. 

• run_only: Runs a (logic) simulation without compiling. 

• backup: Saves the previous three runs, naming them .1, .2, .3 

• all: Calls “backup” and “run” in sequence. 

• clean, cleanc, cleanall: Do various cleanup tasks, removing previously compilation and 

simulation files. 

You can run a target (or a phony target) by adding the name of the target at the command line after the make 

command and its arguments. For example, to run a compilation only, type: 

[simulation] ddp21_make APP=helloworld compile 

The default target is “all”, which saves the previous three runs, then compiles and runs a simulation.  

Note that when looking at the target names in the makefile, the targets and files listed after the target 

name (after the :) are the prerequisites for that target. 

Looking into the targets of the sim.make file, it gets a bit twisty and turvy, as there are various dependencies 

and they call other makefiles. We will try to simplify this by going into the major stages of the CALL stack and 

simulation run. 

3 The CALL Stack 
The compile target of the sim.make makefile basically checks if any of the source files have changed, calls the 

compilation makefile and runs some additional file movement and editing needed for simulation. But the major 

stage is the compilation makefile that can be found at src/ips/pulpenix_sw/apps/Makefile. This is 

another long and complicated makefile, but let’s look at the main things it does: 

• Compile: The first stage of the CALL stack is to compile the source code into assembly code. 

• Link: The next stage is to link together the assembly code of our program with the libraries. 

• Create binaries: Does some text crunching to get the right files that need to be loaded into the 

memory and to enable debug.  

3.1 The compile command 

Looking into the makefile, the compilation command is something like this: 
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gcc -ggdb -march=${MARCH} ${OPT} -mabi=ilp32 -c -Wextra -Wall  \ 

 -Wno-unused-parameter -Wno-unused-variable -Wno-unused-function \ 

 -fdata-sections -ffunction-sections -fdiagnostics-color=always \ 

 -I${PULP_LIBS}/<whole bunch of directories> -I.  ${INCDIR} \ 

 -DBAUD_RATE=${BAUD_RATE} -DCLK_PERIOD=${CLK_PERIOD} -D__riscv__ -D${PLATFORM} \ 

 $< -o $@ 

This compiles the program and outputs a file called test.o in the helloworld/build/ directory. The 

makefile only outputs the unlinked object file in binary format so you can’t look through it, but you could play 

around with the command a bit to get it in a readable format. 

3.2 The linking command 

The next part of the compilation process is linking, which combines the compiled object file with the previously 

compiled libraries. The command looks something like this: 

gcc -ggdb -march=${MARCH} ${OPT} -mabi=ilp32 -Wextra -Wall  \ 

   -Wno-unused-parameter -Wno-unused-variable -Wno-unused-function \ 

   -fdata-sections -ffunction-sections -fdiagnostics-color=always \ 

   -I${PULP_LIBS}/sys_lib/inc \ 

   -I${PULP_LIBS}/bm_printf_lib \ 

   -I${PULP_LIBS}/iosim_lib/inc \ 

   -L${PULP_SW_APPS_REF} -T${PULP_SW_APPS_REF}/link.riscv.ld \ 

   -nostartfiles -Wl,--gc-sections  -D__riscv__ \ 

   -Wl,'--defsym',${DEFSYM_EDRAM} -Wl,'--defsym',${DEFSYM_CORE} \ 

 ${OBJ}  -o $@ 

Here, the output is the test.elf file in the same folder. We will look into some of the linked libraries later. 

Note that you can take a look at the linker script at: 

  ddp21_pulpenix_tb/src/ips/pulpenix_sw/apps/ref/link.common.ld  

One of the files that is linked with our compiled program is our boot code (BIOS) that can be found at: 

  ddp21_pulpenix_tb//src/ips/pulpenix_sw/apps/ref/crt0.riscv.tmp_no_eret.S 

This code does several things to initialize the SoC before jumping to our program (main). Among them: 

• Configures the UART with the Baud Rate option we set in the makefile 

• Resets the registers 

• Runs the zero loop procedure, which initializes all static variables to zero 

• Provides the interrupt vectors 

• Jumps to the main label. 

3.3 Additional compilation outputs 

The compilation process produces some additional files that you can find in the helloworld/build/ directory 

by calling another few targets in the makefile that run scripts that create them: 

• test.elf_read: This is the disassembly of the test.elf file in a readable format, so we can look 

through the compiled code and debug if needed. 
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• flash.elf_read: This is the boot code that is loaded onto the flash that basically loads the code to 

the SOC and tells the processor to jump to the first instruction to execute (not applicable for the 

simulation environment). 

• test.s19, flash.s19: The test and flash binaries in a different format. 

An additional script takes the .s19 files and creates .slm files in the helloworld/ directory. The .slm files 

are a readable list of address/data pairs that are loaded into the various memories of the SoC. These files are 

copied to the .slm_files/ folder under simulation/helloworld/ along with other formats, such as the 

Altera .mif files, which are another memory content format. 

4 Logic Simulation   
The sim.make file, as we saw before, has the run option, which loads the program onto the SoC, initializes the 

SoC, jumps to the main label, and runs the program. This is done with the Xcelium simulator: 

xrun -unbuffered -sv -v93 -I${PULP_ENV}/src/tb/mem_dpi/ \ 

  ${PULP_ENV}/src/tb/io_server.c -dpi -access rw +TB=tb +MEMLOAD=PRELOAD \ 

  -delay_trigger -timescale 1ns/1ns +define+STD_SIM +define+SPEEDSIM \ 

  +define+HAMSA_DIX +define+HAMSA_PREFETCH -top fpgnix_tb  <and more defines> \ 

  -f ${PULP_ENV}/src/tb/fpgnix_tb.f 

This will create three output files in the simulation/helloworld/ folder: 

• xrun.history: The full Xcelium run command that was executed. 

• xrun.log: The simulation logfile. 

• trace_core_00_1.log: The trace of instructions that were run. 

If your compilation fails or simulation crashes, search through the xrun.log file for the first error to debug. 

If your program doesn’t do what you expected it to, the trace_core_00_1.log file is the place to turn. This 

file includes a dump of all the instructions that the HAMSA-DI core ran throughout the simulation. The columns 

from left to right are: 

• Time (in ps) 

• Processor cycle count 

• I2 means that the dual issue mechanism was activated.  

Note that the time and the cycle don’t advance during these steps. 

• Instruction address (PC value) 

• Instruction in binary 

• Instruction name (opcode) and arguments (registers and immediates) 

• Content of the registers used by the instruction and physical address (PA) accessed by the instruction 
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5 PulpEnIX SoC C Libraries 
The last part of our toolchain tutorial will prepare you for writing programs to run on the PulpEnIX SoC. This 

requires the use of library functions, such as printf. However, the standard C library functions were not 

written with a tiny embedded processor in mind, and so often include other libraries and unnecessary code, 

which will quickly fill up our instruction memory. Therefore, Udi has provided us with a set of “bare metal” 

library functions that start with the prefix “bm” and are miniaturized for running on a small embedded core 

without an operating system. 

Please do not include common standard C libraries, such as stdlib.h or stdio.h or you will be sorry… 

 

5.1 bm_ libraries 

The basic bare metal library functions are: 

File Handling: 

• bm_fopen, bm_fopen_r, bm_fopen_w – Open a file for reading or writing. Returns an integer that 

represents the file handler (rather than a pointer in the standard C library functions). 

• bm_flcose – Close an opened file. 

Char/String Handling: 

• bm_gets – Reads a string of chars (bytes) into a provided string vector pointer. 

• bm_fgets – Reads the next string of chars (bytes) till a ‘white’ character (new line, space,  tab, etc.)  

from a file into a provided string vector pointer. Returns 0 if last string in the file. 

• bm_printf – Similar to the standard C printf command, just without calling additional libraries. 

• bm_fprintf – Prints to a file instead of the screen. 

• bm_fgetln – Gets a line from a file. 

• bm_load_ascii_file – Assuming a file of ASCII chars (bytes), this reads a number of bytes from the 

file and stores it on a pointed buffer. 

• bm_dump_ascii_file – Reads a number of ASCII chars (bytes) from a buffer and prints them into a 

file. 

• bm_load_hex_file – Assuming a file in hexa data bytes, this reads a number of hexa values from 

the file and stores it on a pointed buffer. 

• bm_dump_hex_file – Reads a number of hexa bytes from a buffer and print them into a file in hexa 

format. 

Helpful functions: 

• hex_str_to_uint – Reformats a string of hexa values into unsigned integers. 

• dec_str_to_int – Reformats a string of decimal values into unsigned integers. 
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5.2 Benchmarking your program 

You will often want to count the number of cycles required to run your program. This is done by utilizing the free 

running counter integrated into the PulpEnIX SoC. To use it, several helper MACROS have been provided: 

• ENABLE_CYCLE_COUNT – Enables and starts the free running counter. 

• RESET_CYCLE_COUNT – Resets the free running counter. 

• GET_CYCLE_COUNT_START – Atomically reads the value of the counter (CSR) at the beginning of your 

procedure. 

• GET_CYCLE_COUNT_END - Atomically reads the value of the counter (CSR) at the end of your procedure. 

Two important things to pay attention to when benchmarking (cycle counting) your design: 

• Always reset the cycle count before starting. While this may seem unnecessary (we are going to subtract 

the start count from the end count) remember that the counter is finite and will wrap around, so if you 

were unlucky enough to start counting when the counter value was high, you may wrap around and get a 

wrong calculation. 

• Do not print anything during the cycle count. Prints are relatively heavy procedures that utilize I/O to 

send chars to the screen. Save the data you want to print and wait until your (timed) procedure finishes 

before printing the debug data to the screen. 

5.3 An example to start with 

To see how to use the PulpEnIX SoC libraries within a working program, we have provided you with an example 

called “hello_ddp21”. 

[ws] cd $ws/simulation 

[simulation] ddp21_make APP=hello_ddp21  

We get the following output: 

This application demonstrate major useful library services 
 
Got hex value string BABA from input file 
Decimal value of string BABA is 47802 
 
Got decimal value string 10 from input file 
num=10 
Starting load source text file 
Loaded total 10 characters from 2 lines of source text 
Read following ASCII characters from input file 
 
ABCDEFGHI 
Dumping 10 characters to output file 
vec1 =    [ 1 aa 33 67 48 ] 
vec2 =    [21 5a de aa 2f ] 
max_vec = [21 aa de aa 48 ] 
Also dumping max_vec to output file 
Measuring cycle count to calculate dot-product of vec1 and vec2 
dot_prod = 47549 (decimal) 
Took 17 cycles to calculate dot-prod of 5 byte elements size 
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Now open the hello_ddp21.c file under the linked folder simulation/hello_ddp21/app_src_dir/. 

Follow the code and see how the bm_ functions are utilized to provide the output shown above. A number of 

input/output files are provided to demonstrate the file and string access commands, including: 

• ddp21_example_in.txt – some ASCII text to read in from a file. 

• ddp21_example_out.txt – various formats of text/values printed out to a file. 

• ddp21_example_hex_in.txt – some hexa values to read in from a file. 

• hello_ddp21_ascii_art.txt – something nice that Udi provided for you to print out. 

 

You’re now ready to go off and start programming the PulpEnIX SoC. Let’s start to innovate! 

 

 

 


